These are the rules at Chapel Street!
Please make sure you put your
child’s name in everything they
wear. It is especially important to
label coats. Children often pop
into other classrooms and may
leave their coat in there
while they play.

If your child is on antibiotics, they should stay
at home until the course is finished. This
is because nursery is a busy place which
can be overwhelming if you feel ill.

Please bring spare clothes for your child and leave
them on their peg even if they are toilet trained. They
may fall in a puddle, get covered in paint or have an
accident and need to get changed.
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than looking after late children.

When your child is sick or has an upset
stomach, it spreads very quickly and other
children and staff will catch it. Please keep your
child at home for 48 hours after the last bout of
sickness or diarrhoea.

